HEAVEN SCENT

COME ON YOU FOOTBALL FANS!
Northern Ireland-based canine clothing
company Urban Pup has expanded its range
to include dog football shirts and matching
accessories, endorsed by the Scotland
Football Association.
Now dogs owned by Scottish soccer fans
can support their national side wearing
a retro-styled football shirt, harness, or collar
and lead, featuring the team crest. The range
is based on the iconic 1967 shirt worn by
the squad that beat then world champions
England, 3 – 2, at Wembley.
● Key feature: The shirt has an elasticated
collar and cuffs and can be personalised with
your dog’s name and any number.
● Sizes: Shirt: XS (Chihuahua-sized) to XL
(Spaniel-sized); harness: XS – XXL; collar: S, M,
and L.
● Prices: Shirt: £17.75 (personalised £19.75);
harness: £16.95; collar: £13.75; lead: £8.45;
collar and lead set: £21.95; harness and lead
set: £24.95.
● Available from: www.urbanpup.com/
scotland

Vita Canis has launched a new
calming remedy to help dogs cope
with post-pandemic anxiety and
stress as owners go back to work.
Developed by aromatherapy
expert and groomer Jitka Krizova,
Comfort Blend creates a soothing
environment for dogs.
Beloved by Crufts champions, this
100 per cent natural calming blend
boasts a combination of essential
oils, including relaxing and refreshing
petitgrain, uplifting bergamot, basil,
neroli, ylang-ylang, and mandarin, in
sweet almond oil with no synthetic
pheromones, chemicals, or fragrances.
Rubbed on your dog’s chest up to three
times a day, Comfort Blend is said to calm
dogs struggling with distress, grief, separation
anxiety, adjusting to unfamiliar circumstances,
and even canine
cognitive dysfunction.
● Key feature:
Currently 95 per
cent of Vita Canis’
ingredients are
organic with plans
to convert the
remaining five
per cent.
● Price: £6 (10ml
roll-on bottle);
£16.20 (100ml
bottle).
● Available from:
www.vitacanis.
co.uk

TAKE A BOW!
For bright, bold, and beautiful collars, leads,
and accessories, look no further than pet
business Penny Lou. Chief creator Louise
Fortune launched the company after
struggling to find gear that reflected her
puppy’s bright and bubbly nature.
This fun, fabric Pizza Print Bow Tie Dog
Collar, featuring stylish yet sturdy rose-gold
metal hardware, will ensure your dog stands
out from any crowd.
Made from cotton and strong and
durable polypropylene webbing, the
collar is super-comfortable for your dog.
● Key feature: The removable bow tie fits
snugly onto the fully adjustable collar with
elastic, while a matching lead is also available.
● Sizes: XS (puppy), S, M, L, and XL in two
collar widths.
● Prices: £16.99 (£13.99 without the bow tie);
£27.99 (matching bow tie collar and lead set).
● Available from: www.pennylou.co.uk

WEARING WELL!
Inspired by her two rescue terriers, Barney
and Sandy, Michelle Burgess has founded
Scruffy Little Terrier, an online lifestyle brand
selling eco-conscious gifts for dog lovers.
The range includes fun T-shirts
emblazoned with Michelle’s original slogans,
including ‘You had me at woof’, ‘Eat, sleep,
walkies, repeat’ and ‘Dogs rule my world’.
Made from 100 per cent Global Organic
Textile Standard (GOTS) organic cotton, these
T-shirts are kind to the planet as well as being
super-soft and comfortable to wear.
● Key feature: A percentage of the sales
of the T-shirts is donated to Scruffy Little
Terrier’s charity of the year, Winston’s Wheels,
which helps keep dogs mobile.
● Sizes: XS to 3XL.
● Prices: £27.95 (women’s); £29.95 (unisex).
● Available from:
www.scruffylittleterrier.com

BREATH OF FRESH AIR
British veterinary company nutravet has launched an
advanced nutraceutical with a double-action formula to
tackle bad breath, tartar, and plaque build-up in dogs.
Combining a unique blend of Ascophyllum
nodosum seaweed and decaffeinated green tea extract,
nutraplaque is completely free from unnecessary and
harmful sugars, gluten, and artificial preservatives, which
can cause tooth decay and damage teeth and gums.
Available in easy-to-administer sprinkle capsules,
nutraplaque works naturally through a dog’s saliva to
reduce the amount of new plaque forming and soften
existing tartar.
● Key feature: The specially selected Norwegian
seaweed used in nutraplaque has been shown to reduce
plaque build-up by 35 per cent in just four weeks.
● Prices: £18.49 (60 capsules);
£33.49 (120 capsules).
● Available from:
Authorised veterinary
practices. To find your local
stockist, visit www.nutravet.
co.uk/where-to-buy-in-the-UK
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